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Abstract

Client-server databases that require query results to be up-to-date despite storing data that changes dynami-
cally suffer from heavy communication costs. Client-side caching can help mitigate these costs, particularly
when individualPUSH-PULL decisions are made for the different semantic regions in the data space. In the
PUSHregions the server notifies the client about updates, and in thePULL regions the client sends queries to
the server. We call the problem of partitioning the data space intoPUSH-PULL regions to achieve the mini-
mum possible communication cost for a given workload the problem ofdata gerrymandering. In this paper
we present solutions under different communication cost models for a frequently encountered scenario:
with range queries and point updates. Specifically, we give a provably optimal-cost dynamic programming
algorithm for gerrymandering on a single range query attribute. We propose a family of heuristics for ger-
rymandering on multiple range query attributes. We also handle the dynamic case in which the workload
evolves over time. We validate our methods through extensive experiments on real and synthetic data sets.

1 Introduction

The more databases give us, the more we demand from them. In the context of client-server based applications,
we want up-to-date query results even in the face of rapidly changing data. Client-side caching has emerged
as a key technique for reducing the heavy communication costs that result, making faster and better what was
once impossible. A typical example is Carfaire.com, an online car-buying-and-selling service sponsored by a
group of community colleges in California that uses a client-server architecture. At Carfaire, sellers can add
their vehicles to the database and delete them once they are sold. Buyers, meanwhile, can search for cars
satisfying conditions such as “manufactured between 1990 and 1995, and priced between $5,000 and $10,000.”
Communication costs can be in terms of initial delay or limited bandwidth. Having low communication costs, is
vital; Carfaire is a crowded site during weekends, and no buyer is willing to miss out on a hot deal just because
the system cannot handle the traffic. Client side caching [KB96, Fra96] can be used to alleviate the costs.

In this paper we focus on finding theminimum possible communication costthat can be achieved using
client-side caching in a client-server application. Let us begin by understanding intuitively how client-side
caching works. The client caches a local copy of part of the data that is queried frequently. As a result, some
queries can be answered using the data in the cache without any communication with the server. Keeping
the cached data up-to-date is, however, not a simple task and can lead to considerable communication cost.
Consider the case in which all the queries originate at the client and all the updates at the server. If the queries
at the client are “far more” than the updates at the server, then to keep the cached data updated, the server
can just send all the updates it receives to the client. The client incorporates updates into its cached copy,
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and uses it to answer queries. This is called thePUSH communication paradigm. However, when the queries
at the client are much “fewer” than the updates at the server, this paradigm is inefficient. Instead, we prefer
the PULL communication paradigm: the server applies the updates to its own copy of the data, and the client
sends each of its received queries to the server. The server processes the query and sends back the results. It
is not difficult to see that any mechanism that manages updates and queries in a client-server application using
client-side caching employs aPUSH or a PULL philosophy or a combination. (PUSH-PULL techniques have been
well studied in the context of broadcast disks, continuous media streaming, web-based caching, etc. See, e.g.,
[Fra96, OLW01, DKP+01, SRB97].) In general, the relative number of queries and updates varies along the
data space. Different regions of the data space may need differentPUSH-PULL choices, and making the best set
of choices becomes an optimization problem.

This leads to the main question tackled in this paper: Given a workload of queries and updates in the data
space, how can we best partition the space and makePUSH-PULL decisions for each partition so as to minimize
communication cost? We call this problemdata gerrymandering. The name is inspired by the concept of
gerrymandering electoral districts to consolidate support for one political party. Here we want to gerrymander
data, i.e., partition it to combine regions that make the samePUSH-PULL choice.

It is worth mentioning that optimal partitions of the data space are those made alongsemanticboundaries
rather than along page or object-ID boundaries. Intuitively, semantic boundaries are those created by the queries
on the data space, i.e., tuples that remain together in query results are in the same semantic region. In Section 3.2
we see how the semantic regions for the queries we are interested in get defined.

In this paper, we focus on data gerrymandering for a workload consisting of range queries and point updates.
There are several important applications other than car trading sites that have such workloads, e.g., traffic
information systems, such as the Travel Advisory News Network (TANN)1, which provide real-time traffic
information. Using their service, a mobile driver can ask questions such as “Are there any accidents between
Exit 3 and Exit 30 on highway 95?” It is obvious why the results need to include the latest updates. Other
example applications that fall in our framework include astronomy databases such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey [sdsa] and the World Wide Telescope [GS01]; and flight and hotel booking systems such as Orbitz.com.

We assume that cache size is not an issue: the client can store as large a data set as necessary. This is
increasingly true with lowering storage costs. For instance, in many mediation systems [Wie92], the mediator
has enough space to store the entire data from a source. Even with this assumption, data gerrymandering
remains difficult and its solutions are non-trivial. We focus on the single client, single server problem, with all
the range queries originating at the client and all the point updates at the server. If there are multiple clients
accessing the server, each client solves, independently, an instance of the data gerrymandering problem based
on the workload it encounters.

A solution to the data gerrymandering problem returns a partition of the data space and aPUSHor PULL label
for each partition, based on the given workload. With such a solution the client and server follow a simple
protocol for maintaining an updated cache and for answering queries. All data in thePUSHregions is copied to
the client cache. Data in thePULL regions is stored at only the server. On receiving a point update the server
incorporates it into the server data, and if the update falls inside aPUSHregion, it sends the update to the client,
who incorporates it into its cache. On receiving a range query, if the query does not intersect anyPULL region,
the client answers the query using just the cached data. Otherwise, the client sends the query to the server,
which processes it using server data and sends the results back to the client.

Our contributions towards solving the problem of data gerrymandering follow:

• We motivate data gerrymandering through an example, showing how finding the best solution is non-
trivial, yet useful (Section 2).

1http://traffic.tann.net/
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• We study the optimization problem of finding an optimal partition withPUSH/PULL labeled regions on
a single gerrymandering attribute. We develop a dynamic programming algorithm for finding an opti-
mal labeled partition under a simple communication cost model, and extend it to general cost models
(Section 3).

• We show how toefficientlygerrymander both in the single-attribute case and in the multiple-attribute case.
We develop a family of heuristics for finding a good labeled partition, using which we can effectively
choose gerrymandering attributes (Section 4).

• We study how to do adaptive gerrymandering as the distribution of queries and updates changes (Sec-
tion 5).

• We conduct extensive experiments on both synthetic data and real data to evaluate different gerryman-
dering algorithms (Section 6).

1.1 Related work

Semantic data caching was proposed in [DFJ+96], in which this the client maintains a semantic description of
the data in its cache, and decides whether it should contact the server for data not in the cache. The data needed
from the server is specified as a reminder query. [DFJ+96] focused on cache replacement policies, without
considering data updates on the server. We consider the case where the client site has enough cache to store
data, and the server data is dynamic.

Our work is closely related to the predicate-based caching scheme proposed in [KB96], which uses possibly
overlapping query-based predicates to describe the cached data on the client. The server is responsible for noti-
fying the client about data updates satisfying these predicates. There are two main differences between our work
and theirs. Firstly, our work uses the concept of aPUSH/PULL partitioning scheme for the purpose of formalizing
the notion of using semantic regions to minimize communication costs. In our work, finding a good partition-
ing scheme requires a sophisticated communication model based on the distribution of queries and updates.
Developing this allows us to systematically study the problem of minimizing communication cost. Second, the
work in [KB96] does not include any experimental evaluation to validate their heuristics. We develop efficient
algorithms to solve the gerrymandering problem, including algorithms adopted from the heuristics proposed
in [KB96] (Section 4.1). We conduct an intensive experimental study on different algorithms.

Among other related work is web caching [Wan99, AWY99, Fra96]. One line of work proposes that each
document at the client should have its own associated strategy for deciding whether to be pushed to a replication
site or stay at the server [PvST02]. Other techniques take the capabilities and load at the servers and proxies,
and clients’ coherency requirements to adaptively decide whether data should be pushed or stored till it is
pulled [DKP+01]. Some use data affinity to reduce cache misses [Ji02].

The application of the notion of semantic regions to caching seems to be a natural notion which has been
studied in other contexts. One example is Amiri et al.’s proposal for Content Distribution Networks [APTP03].
They suggest a three-level architecture — webserver, application server, database — and propose a method for
storing useful data at the application server to speed up web applications. In the context of query processing,
Haas et al. [HKU99] consider the situation where queries may need to go back to the database to execute meth-
ods on objects they have accessed already. In this situation they suggest that the client improves performance
significantly by fetching and storing data that it might need to completely process the query.

There has also been interest in making broadcast environments adaptive by allowing clients to request data
back channel [AFZ97, KCJH01]. The asymmetry inherent in the capabilities of nodes versus base stations
in mobile networks makes this kind of capability particularly important [Bar99]. Our approach involves par-
titioning the space into regions and studying their properties to make intelligent dissemination. One area of
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research which proceeds on similar lines involves constructing histograms over the range based on different
parameters. For example, [BCG01] described a method of forming workload-aware histograms based on the
density of queries over the range. Another related area is to answer client queries using cached data with certain
errors [OLW01]. The difference is that our work assumes each query should be answered using the latest data
without any error. A similar idea of combiningPUSHandPULL paradigms is developed in [TYD+04] to reduce
communication cost to answer queries in sensor networks.

2 Problem Motivation and Formulation

In this section we use an example to give an overview of data gerrymandering.

2.1 Motivating Example

As an illustrative example, consider an online car shop that integrates car information from different dealer
sources. The shop receives user queries and contacts the sources to retrieve related data. The shop can be
viewed as a client, and each source is a server that provides data and answers queries sent from the client. Data
gerrymandering can be used between the shop (client) and each source (server). Let us consider one particular
source, whose car information is stored in a relational table with the schemacar(make, model, year,
mileage, color, price) . The following are example client queries.

• Find cars satisfyingyear > 1998 & price in (5K, 9K) ;

• Find the average price of cars satisfying:color = ’red’ & mileage in (30K, 50K) ;

• Find the number of cars satisfying:model = ’Camry’ & mileage < 90K & price in (3K,
8K) .

We use theprice attribute to illustrate the advantages of data gerrymandering. Fig. 1 shows a workload
of the data updates at the source and the queries sent to the source during a certain time period. For instance,
there are2 car updates (u1 andu2) in the price range(2, 6) (all in thousands), e.g., new cars are inserted or
existing cars are deleted. Similarly, there is1 car update (u3) in range(6, 10), 2 car updates (u4 andu5) in
range(10, 14), and2 updates (u6 and u7) in range(14, 18). In addition, during this period users posed6
queriesq1, . . . , q6. For instance, queryq1 asked for cars in the price range(6, 18), and queryq2 asked for cars
in the range(2, 14).

q6

I1 I2 I3 I4

Queries on

Updates on
2 6 10 18

q1

q3

u3 u7u2u1Server

Client

14

u6

($ in thousands)

PULL PULL PULLPUSH

Price

q5q4

q2

u5u4

Figure 1: Queries and updates on cars by price.

We want to answer these queries using the latest data at the server (the source) while reducing the commu-
nication cost. If we use thePUSH method for the entire price domain, the server needs to send each update to
the client as soon as the update occurred. As a consequence, the server needs7 interactions with the client for
the7 updates. On the other hand, if we use thePULL method, the client needs to contact the server for each user
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query. Thus the client needs to have6 interactions with the server for the6 queries. If we want to minimize the
number of interactions between sides (without considering the size of the transferred data), it is better to use
thePULL method due to its lower cost.

Interestingly, we can further reduce the communication cost by carefully choosingPUSHandPULL methods
for different intervals. In particular, suppose we use thePUSH method for intervalI2 = (6, 10) and thePULL

method for the other three intervalsI1, I3, andI4. In addition, the client and the server follow a simple protocol.
On the server site, any update in aPUSHinterval (u3 in this example) needs to be sent to the client, which caches
all the latest data in thePUSH intervals. An update in aPULL interval (e.g.,u1 andu2) does not need to be
propagated to the client. On the client site, any query overlapping with aPULL interval (q1, q2, q3, andq4) needs
to be answered by contacting the server to the get latest data; any query not overlapping with anyPULL interval
(q5 andq6) can be answered using the data on the client without contacting the server. In summary:

Server, pushed updates:u3.
Server, ignored updates:u1, u2, u4, u5, u6.
Client, queries contacting Server:q1, q2, q3, q4.
Client, queries answered locally:q5, q6.

Using thisPUSH/PULL labeling, the total number of interactions between the two sides is reduced to5. Notice
that this reduction can be arbitrarily large if we increase the number of queries and updates in the workload.
This simple example shows that by carefully partitioning the attribute domain and choosing aPUSH/PULL mode
for each interval, we can reduce the total communication cost. This idea is called data gerrymandering.

2.2 Data Gerrymandering

We now formally describe data gerrymandering (“gerrymandering” for short). Consider a client-server environ-
ment, where the server maintains a collection of objects (e.g., information about cars), and the client receives
queries to be answered using the latest data on the server. In the case of multiple clients and servers, each
client-server combination can adopt the gerrymandering technique. The data on the server is dynamic — new
objects can be inserted, and existing objects can be deleted or modified. Each update is apoint update, which
affects only one object. Each query specifies conditions on these attributes, and asks for information about ob-
jects satisfying these conditions, such as all these objects or an aggregated value (SUM, AVG, COUNT, MIN,
MAX, etc).

Data gerrymandering: the client and the server decide a collection of semantic regions, each of which
has aPUSH or PULL label. The client caches the data in thePUSH regions, and the server notifies any
data change in thesePUSH regions. Client queries overlappingPULL regions need to be answered by
contacting the server.

Specifically, the client and the server first choose a subset of the data attributes. The domain of each attribute
is divided into non-overlapping regions. For a numeric attribute, we can partition the domain into intervals, as
we did for the car price attribute in the example above. The gerrymandering technique is applicable to various
types of attributes, as long as the client and the server can agree on a partition on the domain of an attribute. For
instance, for a categorical attribute such as car make, a region could be a single value (e.g., “BMW,” “Ford,”
“Honda,” and “Kia”), or a collection of values such as American car makes, Japanese car makes. For simplicity,
in this paper we make the following assumptions:

• We gerrymander numeric attributes only.

• Each query condition on a numeric attribute is a range in the format of(a, b), (a, b], [a, b), or [a, b]. If
a = b, we call it apoint rangeor apoint interval.
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Semantic regions are decideda priori by the client and server together by partitioning each attributes range
into intervals and taking the Cartesian product of these intervals. In addition, both sides decide aPUSHor PULL

label for each semantic region. In the example above, we chose only one attribute,price , as the gerrymander-
ing attribute, and decided aPUSH/PULL label for each interval. In general, multiple attributes can be used in data
gerrymandering, such as{price, year} or {price, year, mileage}. Fig. 2 shows a labeled partition for attributes
{price, year}. Example semantic regions are “price in (2K, 6K] & year in (1999, 2001]” (labeled asPUSH) and
“price in (6K, 8K] & year in (1994, 1997]” (labeled asPULL).

Price (K)0 2 6 8 14101994

year

1997

1999

2001

2003

Legend: PUSH PULL

Figure 2: A labeled partition for attributes{price, year}.

3 Gerrymandering on a Single Attribute

In this section we study the following problem: given a workload of queries and updates, how do we find an
optimal labeled partition of a single attribute with minimum communication cost? We formulate an optimization
problem, and develop a dynamic programming algorithm for finding an optimal solution. The algorithm is
developed under a simple cost model, and extended to two more general cost models.

3.1 Optimization Problem

Consider a numeric attribute which we want to gerrymander. The attribute has a totally ordered domain between
a lower bound (possibly−∞) and an upper bound (possibly+∞). Each query has arange conditionfor this
attribute, and asks for information about objects satisfying the range condition. We are given a workload, which
is a set of queries and updates. We want to partition the domain of this attribute into a set of disjoint intervals
and assign each interval aPUSH/PULL label in order to minimize the communication cost for this workload.

We are given acommunication cost modelM that does the following. LetP be a labeled partition for
a workloadW . For each updateui (in W ) in a PUSH interval, the modelM returns the communication cost
(denotedc(ui)) when the server sends this update to the client immediately afterui happens. Using gerryman-
dering, the communication cost of an update in aPULL interval is 0. For each queryqj (in W ) intersecting a
PULL interval, the modelM returns the communication cost (denotedc(qj)) when the client contacts the server
to get necessary data to answerqj. The communication cost of a query not intersecting anyPULL interval is 0.
Notice a queryqj intersecting aPULL interval may also overlap with somePUSH intervals. Since the client has
up-to-date data for thesePUSHintervals, the sever does not need to send data in these intervals.

If we denote the set of updates falling in intervals labeledPULL underP as UP and the set of queries
overlapping intervals labeledPULL asQP , then we have that the overall cost of workloadW under labelingP
is given by:

CostP (W ) = CostU(UP ) + CostQ(QP )
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The three cost models we consider in this paper have the additional property that the costs of individual
updates and queries add up linearly. In other words, if for an updateu we denoteCostU({u}) by c(u) and for
a queryq we denoteCostQ({q}) by c(q)), we have:

CostU(UP ) =
∑

ui∈UP

c(ui)

CostQ(QP ) =
∑

qi∈QP

c(qj)

This optimization can be reflected in the cost model.

Optimization Problem: Given a workloadW of queries and updates and a communication cost model
M, find a labeled partitionP for the gerrymandering attribute to minimize the communication cost
Cost(P ).

Notice that in this setting,the labeled partition between the client and the server does not change during
the workload. This implies that the order in which events happen in the workload do not affect the cost. In
addition, note that the workload can incorporate not only cost-related information, but also the probability of
occurrence of each event, if available.

3.2 Deciding Intervals of Interest

We first identify the intervals that need to be considered in order to find an optimal labeled partition.

Proposition 3.1 (Intervals of Interest) Given a workloadW with a set of updatesU and a set of queriesQ,
let p1 < p2 < . . . < pn be the starting and ending points of the ranges in the conditions ofQ. (p1 could be
−∞, andpn could be+∞.) Under any communication cost model, there is an optimal labeled partitionP
whose intervals are either of the form(pi, pi+1), or the form[pi, pi]. 2

Ia Ib

pi s pi+1
Range attribute→

Figure 3: Intervals of interest.

Proof: As shown in Fig. 3, consider a labeled partitionP and two endspi andpi+1 of the range conditions in
the queries. SupposeP has two adjacent intervalsIa andIb, whose common ends lies betweenpi andpi+1.
Without loss of generality, assumeIa is in PUSHmode andIb is in PULL mode. (If they have the same mode, we
merge them into one interval with their mode, and repeat this process.) Now we modifyP by mergingIa and
Ib into onePULL interval and get a new labeled partitionP ′. Now we show under any cost modelM, we always
haveCost(P ′) ≤ Cost(P ). The reason is the following. (1) All the pulled queries inP still need to be pulled
in P ′, since they still intersect aPULL interval inP ′. (2) P ′ could even save the communication costs for the
pushed updates (inP ) in intervalIa, if any. We repeat this merging process until we get a new labeled partition
that is in the format specified in the proposition.

Based on this proposition, we make the following simplifying assumptions about the workload for easy
presentation. (1) No update occurs at the starting and ending points of the ranges in the conditions of the
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queries; and (2) each range condition is of the form(a, b). Based on Proposition 3.1, we only need to consider
intervals of the form(pi, pi+1), and ignore point intervals.

A problem instance thus consists of a workloadW with a set of range queriesQ and a set of point updates
U . Let the intervals of interests beI1, . . . , In in ascending order. Each intervalIi is to be assigned toIPUSH (a
set ofPUSH intervals) orIPULL (a set ofPULL intervals), so that the total communication cost is minimum. For
convenience, we sometimes refer toIj as intervalj. We denote the number of updates in intervalIj by U(j),
and the number of queries intersecting intervalIj by Q(j).

3.3 ModelM1: Unit Cost

We first study the optimization problem for a simple cost model:

Cost modelM1: Each communication between the client and the server has a cost of 1.

We consider this model because of its simplicity and applicability in many cases where the communication
cost is mainly determined by the number of messages between the two sides. This cost model is relevant in
high-bandwidth setting where latency is the main issue. We develop a dynamic-programming algorithm, called
DYNPROG, for finding an optimal labeled partition.

We elaborate the basic idea using the car workload in Fig. 1. For intervalI1, we would have equal tendency
to choosePUSHor PULL, since the number of updatesU(1) = 2, and the number of intersecting queriesQ(1) is
also 2. In particular, queryq4 lies entirely within the interval, and queryq2 overlaps withI1, I2, andI3. If we
choose aPULL mode for eitherI2 or I3, then thePULL cost forq2 will be paid irrespectiveof the mode ofI1. On
the other hand, in the case we markI2 asPULL, if we choosePUSHfor I1, we need to add 2 to the total cost for the
2 updates inI1. If we markI1 PULL, we just add 1 to the total cost forq4. In either case, the total cost includes
thePULL cost forq2. The same reasoning applies if we choosePUSHfor I2 andPULL for I3, becauseq2 intersects
I3 as well. Also notice that if we choosePULL for I2, the decision forI3 does not affect the decision forI1.
This example shows that the additional cost we need to pay for a query in an interval depends on the labels for
other later intervals. In general, if a query in the current interval intersects other interval already markedPULL,
its cost has already been “paid for” and should not be considered any more. Based on this observation, we use
the power of dynamic programming to change our labeling decisions on the fly as we go through the intervals.

3.3.1 Subproblems and Recurrence Function

To capture the intuition above, we define the following optimization subproblems. For each intervali, for
each intervalj (j ≥ i), we consider the following modified workloadW (i, j). It only includes the updates
in intervalsI1 to Ii, and the queries that intersect an interval fromI1 to Ii, but do not intersect intervalIj+1.
Workload W (i, j) excludes all other updates and queries. LetP (i, j) be the gerrymandering optimization
subproblem for this modified workload, andf(i, j) be the minimum cost for this subproblem.f(i, j) can also
be viewed as the minimum communication cost for the queries and updates in intervalsI1 to Ii, assuming that
the nextPULL interval afterIi is intervalIj+1. Clearlyf(n, n) is the minimum cost for the original optimization
problem, wheren is the number of intervals of interest.

DYNPROG is based on a recurrence for functionf(i, j). We consider two cases for the subproblemP (i, j):
intervalIi is in PUSHandIi is in PULL.

i > 0 : f(i, j) = min
{

U(i) + f(i− 1, j) PUSH

Q(i, j) + f(i− 1, i− 1) PULL

f(0, j) = 0.
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In the recurrence,U(i) is the number of updates inIi, andQ(i, j) is the number of queries intersecting
interval Ii but do not intersect intervalIj+1. This is the number of queries left behind in the subproblem
described above. Now we explain the recurrence function. Consider the case whereIi is in PUSH. This implies
that the next closestPULL interval toIi−1 is Ij+1. Thus, the minimum cost for subproblemP (i, j) in this case
can be obtained by taking the summation of the minimum cost of the subproblemP (i− 1, j) (i.e.,f(i− 1, j))
and the cost of all updates ini (i.e.,U(i)). Now consider the case whereIi is in PULL for subproblemP (i, j).
This implies that the next closestPULL interval toIi−1 is Ii. SinceQ(i, j) includes the costs for all queries
intersecting intervalIi but not intersectingIj, we can just consider the queries only intersecting intervals from
I1 to Ii−1. In this case, subproblemP (i, j) can be solved by solving the subproblemP (i− 1, i − 1), and then
adding the cost ofQ(i, j). Finally, f(i, j) should be the minimum of the costs in these two cases.

PUSH
PULL

2
1

PUSH
PULL

2
1

2
3

PUSH
PULL

2
2

3
4

5
3

PUSH
PULL

2
2

3
5

5
4

6
5

i→ 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

j

Figure 4: Computing an optimal solution for the example in Fig. 1.

We use Fig. 4 to show how to compute thef(i, j) values for the gerrymandering problem in Fig. 1. Each
entry (i, j) in the table has two values, where the “PUSH” value (resp. the “PULL” value) corresponds to the
minimum cost if intervalIi is in PUSH (resp.PULL) for the subproblemP (i, j). The minimum value (in bold)
of the two is thef(i, j) value. For easy computation, we assumef(0, j) = 0. For instance, consider the entry
(1, 1). ThePUSHvalue isU(1) + f(0, 1) = 2 + 0 = 2. ThePULL value isQ(1, 1) + f(0, 0) = 1 + 0 = 1, where
Q(1, 1) = 1 since there is only1 query (i.e.,q4) that intersects intervalI1 and does not intersect intervalI2.
Thusf(1, 1) = min(1, 2) = 1. Take the entry(2, 3) as another example. ThePUSHvalue isU(2) + f(1, 3) =
1 + 2 = 3. ThePULL value isQ(2, 3) + f(1, 1) = 3 + 1 = 4, whereQ(2, 3) = 3 since there are3 queries (q2,
q5, andq6) that intersect intervalI2 and do not intersect intervalI4. Thusf(2, 3) = min(3, 4) = 3.

In general, in order to find an optimal partition for the original problemP (n, n), we fill the entries of an
n × n table. We fill all rows for a particular column, then move to the next column. For each entry(i, j),
we compute thePUSHvalue, thePULL value, and thef(i, j) value using the recurrence function. We repeat the
process until we fill the entry(n, n). Then we backtrack the computation process to identify the labels for the
intervals in order to achieve thisf(n, n) value. In particular, if the minimum value forf(n, n) is when it is in
thePUSHmode, in the optimal solution for the original problem, intervalIn is in PUSH. In that case, we next look
at the entry forf(n−1, n). Again, depending on in which mode it has the minimum value, we decide the mode
for intervalIn−1 in the optimal partition. On the other hand, if the minimum value forf(n, n) is when it is in
PULL, we labelIn asPULL, and look at the entry forf(n− 1, n− 1). This process of moving in the reverse order
along the intervals to determine their modes in the optimal solution is shown in Fig. 4 by the arrows beginning
with f(4, 4). The final optimal partition is:I2 is PUSH, and the other three intervals arePULL, as presented in
Section 2. The optimal costf(4, 4) is 5.

3.3.2 Correctness Proof

We give a correctness proof of theDYNPROG algorithm. LetU denote the given set of updates andQ denote
the given set of queries in then intervalsI1, . . . , In. LetU(i) denote the subset of updates in intervalsIl, where
1 ≤ l ≤ i, andQ(j) denote the subset of queries that do not intersect any intervalIl, where(j + 1) ≤ l ≤ n.
Note thatU = U(n) andQ = Q(n). Let Π(U,Q ) denote the gerrymandering problem we are trying to solve,
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andΠ(U(i),Q (j)) the corresponding problem on the subsetsU(i) andQ(j). We shall useΠ(i, j) as short for
Π(U(i),Q (j)), andc(i, j) as the optimal cost forΠ(i, j). Note that, inΠ(i, j), the intervalsIi+1, . . . , In can
be (trivially) labeledPUSHas there are no updates in those intervals.

A constrainedproblem is one in which an additional constraint has to be satisfied: GivenΠ(U,Q ), the
problemΠ(U,Q ;C) is a constrained problem in which the solution has to satisfy the predicateC. E.g.,
Π(U,Q ; Ii ∈ PUSH) is the problem in which the solution is the minimum cost partition that labels interval
Ii PUSH. Define analogously,Π(i, j;C) andc(i, j;C).

In the following we represent a partition of the intervals byA, a sequence of ordered pairs(Ii, Si), where
Si ∈ {PUSH, PULL}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We represent a labelling forΠ(i, j) by a sequence ofi ordered pairs, since
the rest ((i + 1) onwards) are assumed to be labeledPUSH.

As before,pull queriesare queries that intersect intervals labeledPULL andpush queriesare the remaining
queries. Also, the cost of aPUSH interval is the cost of its updates. The proof of correctness of the dynamic
program follows from the following Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.1 c(i, j) = min{c(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH), c(i, j; Ii ∈ PULL)}. 2

Proof: The optimal solution forΠ(i, j) labelsIj one ofPUSHor PULL.

Lemma 3.2 For i ≤ j, c(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH) = U(i)+ c(i−1, j) andc(i, j; Ii ∈ PULL) = Q(i, j)+ c(i−1, i−1).
2

Proof: Consider the problemΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH). Let A′ be the optimal partition forΠ(i − 1, j). Now,
A = A′ ∪ (Ii, PUSH) is a partition forΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH). We claim that the costc(A) is c(A′) + U(i). To see
this, first consider the updates: APUSH interval inA is either aPUSH interval inA′ or is Ii. In the former case
its update cost is included in the termc(A′), and in the latter case the update cost isU(i). Now consider the
pull queries. Every query inQ(j) that is a pull query according toA, is a pull query according toA′; since the
intervalIi is aPUSHinterval. So the cost of all pull queries inA is included in the termc(A′). This proves our
claim. We next show thatA is an optimal solution forΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH). For proof by contradiction, assume
that there exists a partitionB with strictly lower cost forΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PUSH). Clearly,B can be decomposed
into B′ ∪ (Ii, PUSH). Now B′ is a partition forΠ(i − 1, j). As before, ifc(B′) is the cost ofB′, the costc(B)
is c(B′) + U(i). This implies thatc(B′) is strictly less thanc(A′), the optimal cost forΠ(i − 1, j). This is a
contradiction.

Now consider the problemΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PULL). LetA′ be the optimal partition for the problemΠ(i−1, i−1).
Now,A = A′ ∪ (Ii, PULL) is a partition forΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PULL). We claim that the costc(A) is c(A′) + Q(i, j).
To see this, first consider the updates. For everyPUSH interval inA there is a correspondingPUSH interval in
A′; sinceIi is aPULL interval. So its cost is included in the termc(A′). Now consider pull queries. For every
pull query inA there is either a corresponding pull query inA′ or the query intersectsIi, but not both (since no
query inQ(i − 1) intersectsIi, and all the intervalsIi+1, ..., Ij are markedPUSH). In the former case its cost in
included in the termc(A′) and in the latter case its cost is included in the termQ(i, j). This proves our claim.
To show thatA is the optimal partition forΠ(i, j; Ii ∈ PULL), assume for a proof by contradiction that there
exists a partitionB with strictly lower cost. Again, as before,B can be decomposed intoB′∪(Ii, PULL). Further,
B′ is a partition forΠ(i−1, i−1). It also follows that, ifc(B′) is the cost ofB′, the costc(B) is c(B′)+Q(i, j).
This implies thatc(B′) is strictly less thanc(A′), the optimal cost forΠ(i− 1, i− 1). This is a contradiction.
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3.3.3 ComputingQ(i, j) Values Efficiently

Let l be the maximum number of intervals intersected by any single query. We compute theQ(i, j) values inn
phases. Begin with a sorted sequence of the starting points of the queries. In phasei, we compute theQ(i, j)
values (j = i, . . . , i+ l−1). Through the different phases we maintain an arrayR of n values. At the beginning
of phasei, for everyj ≥ i, R(j) is the number of queries that start in an interval beforeIi but end at interval
Ij. At the beginning of phase 1, all values ofR(j) are 0.
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Figure 5: ComputingQ(2, 4).

In phasei, look at the sorted sequence of queries and for each queryQ(i, j) that starts in intervalIi and
ends in some intervalIj, add1 to R(j). NowR(j) is the number of queries that start in intervalIi or earlier, but
end at intervalIj. Note thatQ(i, i) is the valueR(i). Similarly, Q(i, i + 1) is the valueQ(i, i) + R(i + 1). In
general,Q(i, j) is the valueQ(i, j − 1) + R(j). Thus, by a single pass throughl values ofR, we can compute
all the Q(i, j) values for this phase. After this phase, we move to phase(i + 1). Fig. 5 shows a run of this
computation on the example given in Fig. 1.

3.3.4 Complexity

Let n be the number of intervals of interest,l be the maximum number of intervals intersected by any single
query. We denote the number of queries in the workload asmq, and the number of updatesmu. Therefore, the
size of the input ism = mq + mu. It is easy to see that the space complexity of the algorithm is the size of the
table forf(i, j), which isO(nl), plus the space complexityO(nl) to compute and store theQ(i, j) values. For
the time complexity, most tasks such as computing intervals of interest takeO(m lg m) time. In computing the
Q(i, j) values, each queryQ(i, j) is considered only once, which takesO(mq) time. For each of then phases,
l values ofR are looked up inO(nl) time. The time to fill the entries of the table forf(i, j) takesO(nl) time.
The relationship betweenmq andn, based on geometry, isn + 1 ≤ 2mq ≤ n(n− 1). Therefore, we have:

Theorem 3.1 AlgorithmDYNPROG runs inO(nl + m) time and takesO(nl) space. 2

3.4 ModelM2: Constant Cost

We next consider the cost modelM2, which generalizes modelM1 by allowing each event (update or query)
to have a constant cost.

Cost modelM2: Each communication between client and server has constant cost. Different events
can have different costs.

This model allows the cases where the costs associated with queries and updates are not necessarily the
same. The sources of this cost asymmetry can be various. For instance, it is possible that the cost of pulling a
query costs more than pushing an update as is seen in mobile networks [Bar99], where the mobile agents have
limited power compared to their base station.
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Notice that in this model, the cost of pulling a query does not depend on thePUSH/PULL partition of the
domain. That is, even though the client has cached up-to-date objects for somePUSH intervals, what objects
have been cached does not affect the cost of pulling a query. This assumption is true for queries whose commu-
nication cost is not very related to the size of data, such as aggregation queries. As an example, to answer an
aggregation query such as “Finding the number of cars in the price range $5,000 and $10,000,” the server only
needs to send a number to the client, independent from what objects have been cached. This assumption is also
valid for cases where the communication cost is mainly determined by initial setup and transmission delay, and
is not related to the cached objects.

Under this modelM2, given a workloadW , let c(ui) be the cost of an updateui in W under this model,
andc(qj) be the cost of pulling a queryqj in W . We modify theDYNPROG algorithm to find an optimal
labeled partition by using the following recurrence instead:

i > 0 : f(i, j) = min
{ U(i) + f(i− 1, j) PUSH

Q(i, j) + f(i− 1, i− 1) PULL

f(0, j) = 0.

HereU(i) is the total cost for all the updates in intervalIi, andQ(i, j) is the total cost for all queries
intersecting intervalIi but do not intersect intervalIj+1. We can show that this modified algorithm can find an
optimal solution under this cost model.

3.5 ModelM3: Linear Communication Cost

Under this cost model, each communication is linear to the size of transferred data.

Cost modelM3: The cost of transferring data of sizes is α + β × s, whereα andβ are constants.

Since each pushed update needs to send the updated data to the client, the cost of such a pushed update is
a constant, assuming all the updated objects have the same size. Thus we can compute the costs for pushed
updates. For each pulled query, its cost depends on thePUSH/PULL labels for the intervals of interests. For
instance, consider the queryq2 in Fig. 1. If we markI1 as aPULL interval, then this query needs to be pulled.
However, since the cost of pulling this query depends on the data size, the cost is also related to how other
intervals are labeled. If intervalI2 is labeledPUSH, then the server does not need to send any data inI2, since
the data has been cached up-to-date at the client. If intervalI2 is labeledPULL, then the server still needs to
send the data in this interval to the client. In summary, the cost of a pulled query is no longer a constant, since
it depends on thePUSH/PULL labeling of the domain.

Suppose the number of objects within each intervalIi does not change much during the sequence of the
workload, and its size is assumed to be a constantN(i) in the workload. Now we show how to modify the
DYNPROG algorithm slightly to find an optimal solution under this cost modelM3. In the recurrence function,
the cost for thePUSHcase should be:

U(i) + f(i− 1, j),

whereU(i) is the total cost for all the updates in intervalIi. The cost for thePULL case should become:

α×Q(i, j) + β ×N(i)×Q(i) + f(i− 1, i− 1).

The rationale behind this formula is the following. If we mark intervalIi PULL, we need to pay the “α” portion
(in the cost model) for those queriesQ(i, j) intersectingIi but not intersecting intervalIj+1, i.e.,α ×Q(i, j).
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In other words, we pay these costs for these queries only once. In addition, all the queries intersecting this
interval need to pay the cost for transferring the data of sizeN(i) in this interval, corresponding to the “β × s”
portion in the cost model. This total cost is computed asβ×N(i)×Q(i), whereQ(i) is the number of queries
intersecting this intervalIi.

In summary, theDYNPROG algorithm can be extended to various communication cost models to find an
optimal labeled partition for a given workload.

4 Efficient Gerrymandering

In many cases we need to find a labeled partition efficiently in both time and space, especially when we need
to recompute such a partition in the presence of changing workloads (Section 5). In these cases, we need to
consider other, more efficient, heuristics to find a good labeled partition. In this section, we first study how to
do efficient gerrymandering for a single attribute given a workload. We develop a family of efficient heuristics.
We then extend them to cases of multiple gerrymandering attributes, and discuss how to choose gerrymandering
attributes. For simplicity we assume the communication cost modelM1, and our results can be extended to
other cost models.

4.1 Efficient Gerrymandering on a Single Attribute

4.1.1 Efficient Partitioning

Given a workload and a single gerrymandering attribute, we want to find a good labeled partition quickly. In
developing heuristics for finding such a solution, the first problem we need to consider is how to partition the
domain of the attribute into intervals. One approach is to use those intervals of interest formed by those starting
points and ending points of the queries in the workload, as defined in Section 3.2.

Another approach is to divide the entire domain of the attribute intoB intervals of equal width, called
“buckets,” whereB is a parameter to be tuned. This approach has the flavor of equi-width histograms [PIHS96],
which split the range into uniformly-sized bucket and study the properties of the buckets. One advantage of
this approach is that the storage space required to store the gerrymandering information and the corresponding
running time are bounded in size toO(B), which could be independent from the workload. We could also
adopt the idea of equi-height histograms [PIHS96] to decide intervals, which requires a function to measure the
“volume” of each bucket, e.g., by using the total number of queries and updates in the bucket.

4.1.2 Efficient Labeling

After deciding the intervals, we need to choose aPUSH/PULL label for each interval. We present a family of
heuristics for finding a (possibly suboptimal) labeled partition efficiently, assuming the intervals have been
decided. We will use the workload in Fig. 6 to illustrate these heuristics. The figure shows numbers of queries
for ranges. For instance, there are7 queries with a range condition(8, 14). There are10 intervals of interest
I1, . . . , I10. The figure also shows the number of updates for eachIi, e.g., there are5 point updates in interval
I3 = (8, 9). We use heuristics to decide thePUSH/PULL labels for those intervals formed by those query starting
points and ending points.

NAIVE: This heuristic is similar to the idea proposed in [KB96]. It makes aPUSH/PULL decision for each
interval locally, as if the interval were the entire range. That is, for each intervalIj, if the number of queries
intersecting this interval (i.e.,Q(j)) is greater than the number of updates in the interval (i.e.,U(j)), we label
Ij asPUSH; otherwise, we label it asPULL. Formally,
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Figure 6: A workload for one range attribute.

NAIVE: if U(j) > Q(i) : IPULL ← i
else IPUSH← i

In Section 6 we show thatNAIVE proves to be a good heuristic in practice with low running times and cost
not much more than the optimal on both real and synthetic data sets. For synthetic data sets it outperforms all
heuristics except it’s cousinMNAIVE described next in all cases except when the number of updates are high.

MNAIVE: It goes through the intervals fromI1 to In, marking themPUSH or PULL asNAIVE, except that
whenever an interval gets markedPULL, all the queries intersecting that interval are removed and not considered
again for any future labeling decision. The intuition is that a query passing through aPULL region is already
“paid for,” and can be ignored when we consider other later intervals. In Section 6 we show thatMNAIVE is,
like NAIVE, very good in terms of both running time and communication cost in all cases except when the
number of updates is high. Besides it consistently outperformsNAIVE in all cases.

RANDOMIZE: Here we randomly decide to mark intervali PUSHwith probability proportional tow(i) and
PULL with probability proportional toU(j). Formally,

RANDOMIZE: with probability
U(j)

w(i) + U(j) : IPULL ← i

with probability
w(i)

w(i) + U(j) : IPUSH← i

Note that in this method we also apply the modification used inMNAIVE, i.e. queries intersecting a region
markedPULL get removed from the input and do not affect future decisions. In Section 6 we see that in experi-
mental settings this method is much more communication efficient thanMNAIVE or NAIVE when the number
of updates is large.

PROP: This heuristic differs from the previous ones as follows. Instead of counting a query as one unit at
each intersecting interval, we divide the cost of the query amongst these intervals proportionally to the lengths
of these interval. Letw(j) represent the aggregated cost of all queries intersecting intervalIj. This heuristic
makes a deterministic local decision for intervalIj based on the distributed query costw(j) and update cost
U(j) as follows: if U(j) > w(j), we labelIj as PULL; otherwise, we label it asPUSH. It also applies the
modification used inMNAIVE, i.e., queries intersecting a region already markedPULL get removed from the
input and do not affect future decisions. A variation of this heuristic, calledRANDOMIZE, randomly decides
to mark intervalIj PUSHwith probability w(j)

w(j)+U(j) andPULL with probability U(j)
w(j)+U(j) .

Like RANDOMIZE, this method is seen to be much more communication efficient than the others when
the number of updates is high (cf. Section 6.) We denote the number of intervals intersected by a queryq as
l(q). Formally, we calculate a query weight functionw(j) for an intervali asw(j) =

∑
q overlapsIx

1
l(q) . The

algorithm assigns a label as follows.

PROP: if U(j) > w(j) : IPULL ← i
else IPUSH← i
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Heuristics (6,7) (7,8) (8,9) (9,10) (10,11) (11,12) (12,14) (14,15) (15,16) (16,17) CostU CostQ Total
1. NAIVE L H H H H H H H H L 23 9 32
2. MNAIVE L L H H H H H H H L 21 10 31
3. PROP L L L H L H L L H L 0 31 31
4. DYNPROG L L L H L H H H H L 11 17 28
5. BUCKETS L L H H H H H H H H 31 3 34

Table 1: Labeled partitions by different heuristics for the workload in Fig. 6 (“H” for “PUSH” and “L” for “ PULL”).
The first four heuristics are using the intervals formed by the starting/ending points in the query conditions. The
last one, calledBUCKETS, is runningNAIVE onB = 5 equi-width buckets.

Table 1 shows the results of running these heuristics (including theDYNPROG algorithm) on the workload
in Fig. 6. Among these heuristics,MNAIVE andPROP achieve the lowest cost31. DYNPROG computes an
optimal labeled partition. Notice that these heuristics can be used with other ways to partition the domain into
intervals. For instance, the figure also shows the result of an heuristic, calledBUCKETS, which runsNAIVE
onB = 5 equi-width buckets.

In general, which heuristic to use depends on factors such as the workload, how often the heuristic needs
to be run, and how much requirement the application has on the time and space efficiency. For instance, if the
application does not run the heuristic very often, and can accept a long running time, theDYNPROG algorithm
could be a good choice. Otherwise, we can choose one of the heuristics.

4.1.3 Pruning Queries and Updates

We present two simple rules that help prune a problem instance and can be used as pre-processing steps before
running a heuristic. Depending on the number of queries and updates pruned, this could contribute significantly
in reducing the running time.

• Rule 1: If for an intervali the number of updatesU(j) is larger than the number of queries intersecting
it Q(i), then the interval is assignedPULL, and the updates in it can be pruned.

• Rule 2: If for an intervali the number of updatesU(j) is less than the number of queriescontainedin
the interval, then the interval is assignedPUSH, and the queries intersecting intervali and the updates in it
can be removed.

Note that when pruning queries or updates to get a reduced problem, the cost of the original problem is the
sum of the cost of the reduced problem and pruned pushed updates, or pruned pulled queries.

4.2 Efficient Gerrymandering on Multiple Attributes

When we use gerrymandering on multiple attributes, the number of semantic regions for the entire space could
be larger than that of a single attribute. Thus it becomes more important to find a good labeled partition
efficiently for a given workload to reduce communication cost. Similarly to the one-attribute case, we need to
first decide a partition for each attribute. The following claim extends Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 4.1 Given a workload, letpj,1 < pj,2 < . . . < pj,nj be the starting and ending points of the
ranges in the query conditions for attributeAj , wherepj,1 could be−∞, andpj,nj could be+∞. Under any
communication cost model, there is an optimal labeled partition whose regions have the following property.
For each region, its interval for each attributeAj is either of the form(pj,i, pj,i+1), or the form[pj,i, pj,i]. 2
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Unfortunately, a natural extension of theDYNPROG algorithm to multiple attributes results in an exponential-
time algorithm. Thus it is appealing to extend those heuristics due to their simplicity and better efficiency. Be-
fore using these heuristics, we need to decide a partition for the semantic space. As in the single-attribute case,
we can use the partition based on the starting/ending points of queries in the workload on the gerrymandering
attributes. We can also consider a partition formed by equi-width buckets for each attributes. Other methods
are also possible to generate a partition.

It is straightforward to extend the heuristics to decidePUSH/PULL labels for the semantic regions in a decided
partition. Take theMNAIVE heuristic as an example. In the multi-attribute case, we go through the semantic
regions following a certain order. For each region, we compute the total costcostu for the updates in the region,
and the total costcostq for the queries intersecting this region. Ifcostu < costq, we mark this regionPUSH;
otherwise, we mark itPULL, and ignore all queries intersecting this region when considering later regions. We
can choose any order to go through the regions, e.g., by using an increasing order based on the total cost of
intersecting queries for each region.

4.3 Choosing Gerrymandering Attributes

Since gerrymandering is used on a set of attributes, the client and the server can choose the gerrymandering
attributes based on (1) the saving on the communication cost provided by these attributes; and (2) the time/space
efficiency to do gerrymandering on these attributes. One way to choose such attributes is as follows. Given a
workload, we analyze the conditions in the queries. We choose attributes on which many queries have specified
conditions. These attributes could be used for gerrymandering, since each such query with conditions on these
attributes is likely to intersectPUSH regions, and the client does not need to contact the server to answer the
query. However, we may only need a subset of these candidate attributes for gerrymandering.

One greedy approach to choosing such a subset is the following. For each attribute, we run one of the
heuristics above orDYNPROG to find a labeled partition for the given workload, and compute the correspond-
ing total communication cost. We choose the attributeA1 with the minimum total cost as one gerrymandering
attribute. We then add another candidate attribute toA1, and run an heuristic on both attributes to find a labeled
partition and compute the total communication cost. We choose the attributeA2 such that gerrymandering on
{A1, A2} has the minimum communication cost. We repeat this process until we use all the candidate attributes
for gerrymandering, the communication cost does not decrease much, or computation becomes too expensive.

5 Gerrymandering for Dynamically Evolving Workloads

In this section we study how to gerrymander the range in the presence of dynamic or evolving workloads of
queries and updates. There are many situations where the techniques developed so far will serve us adequately
for the case where workloads change. For instance, many client-server applications see queries and updates
whose workload tends to be repetitive. In this case, we can use an earlier workload to find a labeled partition,
and use the partition to do gerrymandering for a time period in which the workload is expected to be similar. In
our running example of the online car shop, after analyzing the weekly queries on the client queries and data
updates on the server, its web master finds that the workloads of different weeks are similar. One reason could
be due to the fact that car buyers tend to do research on cars by issuing queries throughout the week, while many
cars can be added or sold on weekends, causing a lot of data updates on the server. In this case, the web master
can use the workload of one week to decide a labeled partition, and use it for every week; and correspondingly
use the workload from one weekend as a template for all the weekends in future.

Challenges arise when past input patterns do not contain enough information about the future, i.e., when
the patterns of inputs change with time. A natural and efficient approach to the dynamic setting is to extend the
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heuristics we gave in Section 4.1. Consider, for example, the heuristicNAIVE. The arrival of a new query or
update means that some interval or region might shift from having more queries to having more updates or vice
versa. If this happens, we may switch the label of this region.

The dynamic program is computationally expensive. Rerunning it every time a new input comes is neither
feasible nor necessary. We need to detect substantial changes in the distribution of the queries and updates, and
recompute a new labeled partition by running the dynamic program only if necessary. Two questions need to
be answered. (1) When can we say that the workload has changed significantly enough to warrant recomputing
a labeled partition? (2) How do we efficiently compute a new labeled partition?

5.1 Detecting Changes in Workload Patterns

We first develop criteria for determining when the pattern of the workload has changed enough to warrant a
recomputation of our current labeling. We give three heuristics for this purpose. Each of these heuristics is
valid for all three cost models discussed in Section 3, but we present them in terms ofM1. The first two
heuristics,DYNNAIVE andDYNPROP, take local views of the intervals and trigger a recomputation when a
large number of intervals appear to be incorrectly labeled. The third one,DENSITY, takes the communication
cost per input as the criterion and demands recomputation when this density shows signs of growing beyond
error. We discuss here the recomputation trigger mechanisms for these heuristics, postponing the discussion of
how they relabel.

DYNNAIVE. Intuitively, the idea behind this method is that aPUSH interval should be numerically dominated
by queries and hence it should be relabeled when this domination recedes. Symmetrically aPULL interval needs
to be relabeled when the domination of the number of updates is in decline. To realize this intuition formally,
we begin with a workload of queries and updatesX and run the dynamic program on it obtaining a solution
(IX , SX), whereIX is a set of intervals andSX , the partition, is a function fromIX to {PUSH, PULL}. For each
interval i ∈ IX we compute itsbase ratio, γX(i) as follows:

γX(i) =
{ Q(i, |IX |)/U(i) if SX(i) = PUSH

U(i)/Q(i, |IX |) if SX(i) = PULL

The base ratio for a “good” intervali should be greater than 1 and the larger it is, the less is the cost incurred
by the intervali. It gives us a base case against which to measure the performance of the interval. If in the future
the value of the ratio drops significantly below its original value, it indicates thati is now “bad” (incorrectly
labeled).

Suppose we denote the input stream since the dynamic program was run onX by Y . We computeγY (i) by
considering the labelingSX but computing the ratiosonly for the queries and updates which are part ofY . We
trigger a recomputation if too many intervals have become bad. Formally, the recomputation is triggered based
on two parametersα, β < 1 as follows:

A new labeling is required if at leastβ · n intervals haveγY (i) ≤ α · γX(i).

DYNPROP. This method has the same flavor asDYNNAIVE except that the way in which we count queries
is different. We distribute the weight of each query evenly over all the intervals it intersects. Instead of using
the number of queries to compute the base ratio of intervali, we use the sum of the weights contributed by
each query to intervali. Compared toDYNNAIVE, DYNPROP tends to assign lower values to base ratios of
PUSHintervals, and higher values to those ofPULLintervals.

Carrying forward the notation from the previous heuristic, we add: For a queryq ∈ X, hX(q, i) = 1 if q
intersects intervali. Now we can define a query weight per interval as follows:
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QW(i) =
∑
q∈Xq

hX(q, i)∑|IX |
i=1 hX(q, i)

WhereXq ⊆ X is the set of all queries inX. This query weight function makes sure that if a query stretches
acrossk intervals, each interval receives weight1/k from it.

The base ratio for this heuristic isη(i) defined as follows:

ηX(i) =
{ QW(i)/U (i) if SX(i) = PUSH

U(i)/QW(i) if SX(i) = PULL

As before, we recompute based on two parametersα, β:

A new labeling is required if at leastβ · n intervals haveηY (i) ≤ α · ηX(i).

DENSITY. Given an input workloadX, as before we compute a dynamic programming solution(IX , SX).
The communication cost of this solution is the number of updates pushed plus the number of queries pulled
(see Section 3.1). Denote it byC(X, IX , SX).

C(X, IX , SX) = |{u ∈ Xu|u ∈ i, SX(i) = PUSH}|
+|{q ∈ Xq|∃i : q ∈ i, SX(i) = PULL}|

For the subsequent inputY , we computeC(Y, IX , SX), i.e., the communication cost of the queries and updates
in Y under the labelingSX in the interval partitionIX . Now we say that, given a parameterα > 1, a new
labeling is required if the cost density of the new queries and updates deviates from the cost density for the
original inputX. Formally, trigger a recomputation when

C(Y, IX , SX)
|Y | > α · C(X, IX , SX)

|X| .

The intuition is that the communication cost per item should stay low through the life of the system. If this
cost density starts increasing, it indicates that we are using a faulty labeling.

5.2 Recomputing a Labeled Partition

Having decided that the current labeling is unsatisfactory, we have to recompute it. Note that here we continue
to use the static algorithm described earlier,DYNPROG. We simply provide it with a new workload. A naive
approach would be to give it as input all the queries and updates seen so far. But running the dynamic program
again on the old input and the new input together is inefficient and unnecessary. We propose two reductions to
provide a smaller workload which is additionally more relevant to the evolving communication scenario.

Removing redundant items.We claim that all updates and queries in the old workloadX which were inPUSH

regions can be removed. The intuition is that, once an update has been pushed, the communication cost for it
has been paid already. Thus removing it and all queries which overlap it will start off that interval as a clean
slate, making it less likely for new updates to be pushed (unless they get a large number of queries to justify the
pushing). We ensure that queries overlapping with somePULL regions are not entirely removed. They are only
removed fromPUSH regions, and might continue into the next run of the dynamic program as non-contiguous
entities. That is, we might get a single query comprising a number of non-contiguous fragments.
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A windowing approach. Having removed the redundant items as above we can additionally keep a parameter
L that limits the number of queries and updates used to recompute the labeling. That is, when we recompute
the labeling, we only use the lastL queries and updates at the server, having removed items from before the
previous run which got labeledPUSH. The advantage of this approach is that the labeling is more reflective of
the recent events. Additionally the running time of each run remains roughly the same. The actual cost incurred
in relabeling regions might involve updates which were not included in the window. This is so because if a
region was earlier markedPULL and is now relabeledPUSH, all the updates from the beginning (possibly before
the window began) that have not been pushed, have to be now pushed.

6 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results that demonstrate the usefulness of data gerrymandering, and
compare the performance of the various approaches we presented in the earlier sections for different scenarios.
We simulated a client-server environment by considering workloads of client queries and server data updates.
We used real updates and queries from the logs of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [sdsa]. We also
used synthetic workloads generated with controlled variations in number of queries, number of updates, query
lengths, etc., to evaluate our algorithms under different types of inputs. Using these workloads we tested our
methods in simulated client-server environments. We measured the communication costs under the three cost
models in Section 3. In particular, once an algorithm or heuristic produced a labeled partition for a workload,
we added the cost of each pulled query and each pushed update, where the costs were based on the cost model.
In addition, we measured the actual running time for each algorithm.

All our experiments were implemented in C compiled using the GNU C compiler. We ran the experiments
on a machine with four Pentium PIII Xeon 500MHz processors with 512KB cache each and overall memory of
4 GB, and a Linux operating system (except where specified; as in Section 6.1.1). In the following we present
our results and give analytical explanations for the different behavior of the algorithms.

6.1 Static Workloads

We implemented the optimal algorithm and the heuristics discussed in Sections 3 and 4:DYNPROG (which
gives the optimal labeled partition),UNIFORM (in which a singlePUSHor aPULL decision is made uniformly
for the entire domain, based on which is cheaper),NAIVE, MNAIVE, PROP, RANDOMIZE, andBUCKETS
(with B = 500 buckets). We first focused on the case with a single range attribute under the communication
cost modelM1, i.e., each pushed update or pulled query has the same cost. In these algorithms,UNIFORM can
be looked upon as an approach without Data Gerrymandering, and thus serves as a baseline to compare other
algorithms with. Its cost depends only on the relative costs of queries and updates, and not on their distributions
along the range attribute. We ran the algorithms above on real workloads from the SDSS as well as on synthetic
workloads. For the real workload the emphasis was on verifying the usefulness of gerrymandering. For the
synthetic workload, the emphasis was a detailed evaluation of our algorithms in various scenarios.

6.1.1 Real Static Workloads

For real-life workloads we used the database of the SDSS, in which objects are heavenly bodies such as stars
and galaxies, and have over 400 attributes, including light intensities in various wavelengths, spectral data,
measurement parameters, and, importantly, a two-dimensional position coordinate called “(ra, dec) values.”
Many of the queries received by the SDSS are range queries on both or one of these coordinates. Further, as
the SDSS telescopes cover new regions in the sky, new objects are inserted into the database. Moreover, as the
measurement and pre-processing techniques undergo improvements and modifications, old values are updated.
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Figure 7: Communication costs and running times for a real SDSS workload.

For our real workload we picked a selection of 30,000 range queries from the query logs of Data Release
1 of the SDSS [sdsb]. For updates, we used a selection of 50,000 updates in the database between its Early
Data Release and the Data Release 1. In Fig. 7 we show the communication costs and running times of the
optimalDYNPROG and the heuristics. The machine used here (different from the rest of the experiments) had
four 296 MHz UltraSPARC-II CPUs with 3 GB memory. Compared to the cost of the baselineUNIFORM, the
cost of the optimalDYNPROG was less by a factor of more than 7. Thus, gerrymandering can indeed save on
communication costs. The heuristicMNAIVE had a cost that was more than the optimal by a factor of just1.13.
Its running time was, however, less than that ofDYNPROG by a factor of more than7. Similarly, BUCKETS
had a cost about a factor1.47 more than the optimal, but a running time about 125 times less. Thus, for this
workload,MNAIVE andBUCKETS were efficient heuristics.

6.1.2 Synthetic Static Workloads

For the synthetic workloads, we generated queries and updates as follows: The midpoints of queries and the
updates formed clusters (usually 5 in number) on the range attribute; each cluster followed a Gaussian distri-
bution, the mean and variance of which were chosen uniformly at random. The lengths of the queries followed
a Gaussian distribution as well. We used well-known techniques [KMS00] to generate the Gaussians. We use
G(µ, σ) to denote a Gaussian distribution with meanµ and standard deviationσ. Fig. 8 shows an example
distribution of the updates and queries (using their middle points), in which the domain of the (range) attribute
is the set of integers between3, 000 and20, 000. There were5 clusters for the queries and5 clusters for the
updates. (We use this domain as an example, and any such a setting can be normalized to the range between 0
and 1, if preferred.)
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Figure 8: Example workload.

For each of the static-workload single-attribute algorithms, we measured the running time and the com-
munication cost for the output labeled partition. In addition, we measured how these numbers changed for
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these algorithms as we increased the number of updates, increased the number of queries, changed the query
lengths, and assigned different costs to the queries (for the communication cost modelM2). For each setting,
we ran the experiments on100 different workloads, and computed the average (the results were very stable).
We also measured the communication costs under cost modelM3 and for the multi-attribute versions of these
algorithms (see Section 4.2) on two-dimensional data.

Effect of Number of Updates. We first evaluated the algorithms as the number of updates changed. The
attribute values were between1, 000 and30, 000.
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Figure 9: Effect of number of updates. (6000 queries; query-length distribution:G(500, 400).)

Fig. 9(a) shows the communication costs. As expected,DYNPROG always computed a labeled partition
of minimum communication cost. Among the other algorithms,PROP was the best most of the time, while
BUCKETS was the worst. When there were8, 000 updates, the labeled partition generated byDYNPROG
required about3, 000 messages, whilePROP required4, 200 messages, and BUCKETS required more than
6, 000 messages. The baseline scheme,UNIFORM, required8, 000 messages.

The “query-grabbing” heuristics,NAIVE, MNAIVE, andBUCKETS, performed poorly for large numbers
of updates (greater than16, 000), and had a cost greater than that ofUNIFORM. This is not surprising: these
heuristics disregard the possibility of a query overlapping several intervals — as if it occurs entirely within the
current interval under consideration. This is equivalent to replacing a long query that coversr intervals withr
single queries, one for each interval. As a result, these heuristics are biased towards assigning thePUSH mode
for each interval. This tendency caused them to fail when the number of updates was large. In contrast, the
“query-sharing” heuristics such asPROP andRANDOMIZE do not have aPUSHbias, and performed well for
number of updates more than about8, 000. Their cost was at most1.5 times that ofDYNPROG.

Query-sharing heuristics are, however, outperformed by the query-grabbing heuristics when the number of
updates is small. Intuitively, this happens because a large number of intervals are nearly empty of updates.
Sharing the weight of a query with such intervals is a “waste” and can lead to sub-optimal solutions. Query-
grabbing heuristics do not have this problem. We observed this separation between the two types of heuristics
in many experiments.

Fig. 9(b) shows the running times for different algorithms. All methods exceptDYNPROG andUNIFORM
needed about the same amount of time,1.5 seconds.DYNPROG took around7.5 seconds, andUNIFORM
required almost-zero time. Moreover, for all the algorithms, the running time did not change very much as
we increased the number of updates. The reason is that the running time is mainly affected by the intervals
created by the queries. Since the query workload was similar for different runs, the generated intervals were
also similar.
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Effect of Number of Queries. We evaluated the effect of the number of queries. The attribute values were
between1, 000 and50, 000. Fig. 10(a) shows the communication costs for the labeled partitions generated by
different algorithms. It highlights the power of gerrymandering. Consider the costs for10, 000 queries. The
baselineUNIFORM had a cost of10, 000 messages, while the optimalDYNPROG had about1, 500 messages.
MNAIVE was the best among the heuristics when there were more than8, 000 queries. At10, 000 queries its
cost was about2, 500 messages. This figure also shows the difference in performance between query-grabbing
algorithms and query-sharing algorithms based on the relative size of queries and updates (discussed in detail
in the previous subsection).
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Figure 10: Effect of number of queries on communication cost. (M1; 10,000 updates; query-length distribution:
G(500, 400).)

Fig. 10(b) shows the running times of the algorithms. The time of all of them (exceptUNIFORM) grew
linearly as the number of queries increased. The reason is that the complexity of most of them is closely
related to the number of intervals of interest. More queries can create more intervals (close to linearly), causing
the running time to increase. Among all these methods,DYNPROG required the most amount of time. For
instance, when there were10, 000 queries, it tookDYNPROG about14 seconds, while the other methods took
less than5 seconds. This figure, when contrasted with Fig. 9(a), shows clearly that the running time is affected
more by a change in the number of queries, rather than a change in the number of updates.

Effect of Query Lengths. The next set of experiments were to evaluate the effect of the query lengths on the
performance of different methods. The range attribute values were between1, 000 and30, 000. The number of
updates, as well as the number of queries, were fixed at8, 000. We let the query lengths vary from100 to 5, 000.
The results are shown in Fig. 11. This experiment too shows differences between the various heuristics. When
the query lengths increased, each query overlapped with more intervals (remember that the number of queries
remained fixed). The query-grabbingNAIVE andBUCKETS performed poorly, mostly because they do not
take into account that a query may overlap several intervals. AlthoughRANDOMIZE, MNAIVE, andPROP
also make localPUSH/PULL decisions, since all three remove queries that overlap an interval labeledPULL before
proceeding, they produced better results.DYNPROG outperforms all others in terms of the communication
cost but has the longest running time.

Effect of Query Costs under ModelM2. Next we considered cost modelM2, under which queries and
updates can have different constant costs, and studied theDYNPROGRM and the heuristics which we modified
suitably for this model. We assume each update has unit cost. For each query, we let its cost be uniformly
distributed (at random) between1 to 20. In this set of experiments, the range attribute values were between
1, 000 and30, 000. The results are shown in Fig. 12.

PreviouslyRANDOMIZE andPROP produced similar communication costs and running times. This was
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Figure 11: Effect of query lengths on communication cost. (M1; 8, 000 updates;8, 000 queries.)
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Figure 12: Effect of query weights on communication cost. (M2; 6, 000 queries; query-length distribution:
G(500, 400).)

because in all the experiments discussed so far the query weights and update weights were roughly comparable.
If the query weight is much larger than the update weight, almost all intervals should be markedPUSH. PROP
does this deterministically. However,RANDOMIZE incorrectly marks intervalsPULL with some probability.
And, once it does so, since we remove pulled queries from the rest of the input, a snowball effect happens, with
subsequent intervals now becoming more likely to get markedPULL incorrectly. In this experiment, because the
queries are weighted, the ratio of the query weight to the update weight is very high and almost all the intervals
should be markedPUSHand henceRANDOMIZE does poorly. As the number of updates increases, the effect
of this anomaly weakens, as we see in Fig. 12.

Effect of Query Costs under ModelM3. Next we considered modelM3, where queries and updates have
communication cost which is linear in the size of the transferred data. The algorithms and the heuristics are also
modified suitably. For the first two simulations we assume that the size of the transferred dataN(i) depends
linearly on the number of updates. Specifically we assume that for every 2 updates made, only one new data item
is added. The parametersα andβ can be interpreted as initiation cost or header cost and data cost respectively.
We adopted accepted network values of the ratio between them by choosingα = 3 andβ = 0.01. The data
values were between1, 000 and30, 000. The results are shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13(a) shows that at around 18,000 updates,UNIFORM switches fromPUSH to PULL. This is because
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Figure 13: Cost ModelM3. (Query-length distribution:G(500, 400).)

the total query cost grows at half the rate of the update cost. Further, in Fig. 13(b), we clearly see thatPROP
andRANDOMIZE make poor decisions when the query weight is much larger than the update weight, mostly
because of their query-sharing nature. Once they make an error there is a snowballing effect because they
remove pulled queries.RANDOMIZE’s even worse performance is explained as it was for Fig. 12. Note that
the other heuristics perform only marginally worse thanDYNPROG.

Multi-attribute Data Gerrymandering . We implemented the multi-attribute versions of the above algorithms
(see Section 4.2) and tested them on the synthetic data for two attributes, generated in a manner similar to the
single-attribute data, and the number of updates varying from 1,000 to 10,000 when the number of queries was
fixed at 4,000. The results are in Fig. 14. When there were 2,000 queries, the cost of the baseline was 2,000,
while the cost ofMNAIVE andPROP were both less than 400, less by a factor of about5. In general, the more
attributes, the more regions in the partition, and the more are the benefits.
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Figure 14: Two-attribute workloads. Effect of number of queries. (M1; 2000 updates.)
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6.2 Evolving Workloads

There are various possible combinations of the algorithms for evolving workloads (Section 5). We implemented
two of the discussed algorithms: (a)DYNNAIVE with the windowing technique,2 and (b)DENSITY with the
windowing technique. We ran these algorithms on a sequence based on the SDSS workload described in
Section 6.1.1. The SDSS workload, in fact, has all updates before all queries, and so can be solved efficiently
even by our algorithms for static workloads. To create a workload that actually evolves dynamically, we took
a random permutation of the queries and updates. ForDYNNAIVE we choseα = 0.5, β = 0.25, and for
DENSITY we choseα = 2. Fig. 15 shows the communication cost incurred by the algorithms at various stages
of the sequence. It also shows the cost of a “static”DYNPROG that created a labeled partition based on the
first 200 events.
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Figure 15: Cost for an evolving SDSS workload (M1.)

Instead of looking at just the total communication cost incurred we study the performance of the methods
for recomputation based on the cost per query or update in the input stream. The methodDENSITY is a
benchmark of sorts because it keeps the cost density low. The plots suggest how the two algorithms responded
to the sequence. Consider the staticDYNPROG andDENSITY. To begin with, both had a cost density of
0.2 units per event. Then, at 8,000 events, the workload pattern changed and the cost density forDENSITY
rose to 0.94 units per event, and the algorithm responded by recomputing its partition. As a result, its cost
density reduced to about 0.1 units per event and remained nearly steady after that. The staticDYNPROG,
however, was unable to rectify for the changed workload and so its cost density increased to 0.53 units per
event. The algorithmDYNNAIVE performed similarly to, but not quite as well as,DENSITY. It too responded
to the change in the workload and had a final cost that was about60% of the static algorithm. Thus in practice
DYNNAIVE works reasonably well to keep the cost density low, while being very simple to implement.

7 Conclusions

This paper introduceddata gerrymanderingas a technique for reducing communication cost of range queries
on dynamic data in a client-server environment using client-side caching. We formally described this technique,
and formulated an optimization problem to find an optimal labeled partition. We developed algorithms for var-
ious cases. Our experiments on real-life and synthetic workloads show that this simple but powerful technique
significantly reduces communication costs.

2Notice thatDYNNAIVE resembles the algorithm suggested in [KB96].
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